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Presidents Message Dan Hawbaker
As we continue to engage more and more with the energy business, we are exposed to 
new safety programs and requirements.  To clearly express our corporate philosophy:  
Safety never was and never will be optional at GOH, Inc. 

New and old safety requirements alike will all fall under the same heading:  NOT 
OPTIONAL.  Increased training and compliance are NOT OPTIONAL.  We have authorized 
GOH people on site to halt work if a safety issue is occurring.  There are requirements for 
use of personal safety equipment.  Compliance is NOT OPTIONAL.  

The safety game and attention to it is 24/7 as we all have responsibilities to others far 
beyond our work at GOH:  our families and our friends.  Our corporate safety philosophy is 
our personal safety philosophy:  NOT OPTIONAL.

Excerpted from FMI 2011 U.S. Markets Construction Overview; 
Hot Topics in the A/E/C Industry Topic #8, by Andrew Patron
“Remember the good old days when construction was a job for tough guys?  Real men used to ride the steel as it swung into 
place.  Tying-off  was for guys who didn’t have the guts to get the job done quickly.  Safety glasses were only worn by those who 
needed glasses.  Safety meetings consisted of the words “Don’t get hurt” or “Be careful next time.”  If someone wore a hard hat, it 
was as a fashion statement, not head protection.  Back in the good old days safety was not a new idea, but few companies were 
concerned about their experience modifi cation rate (EMR).
Twenty-fi ve years ago, safety was a personal choice for many organizations.  EMR is now an integral part of the construction 
lexicon and for good reasons.  Today, you simply cannot get work without proving that you can work safely.  There are still plenty 
of tough people with hard heads out there, but they are going home to their families more often with all of their digits.
Fewer injuries and deaths are real evidence of the value of safety.  The industry discovered something else along the way:  that 
safety is good for business.  The industry’s focus on safety turned out to be worth the investment.  It has also become a mandate, 
but it took a quarter century of pain to get there.”

A New Reception at GOH Headquarters . . . 
Welcome Ann Veneziano!

Ann has been with GOH for just under a month and 
has been thrown right into the center of the action!  
She is our new receptionist at the State College Main 
Offi  ce building and is the face that greets you when 
you exit the elevator or call the main switchboard.  Ann 
worked for over 5 years at Nittany Christian School as 
both a classroom assistant and in administration, so 
she already comes well-equipped for multi-tasking!

She lives with her family in the Milesburg area, her husband, 
Dave and three children Ashleigh, Seth and Levi.  Outside 
of work, Ann enjoys camping, stamping and cooking!

We are happy to have you on the GOH Team, Ann!



EXCO
Dec 31, 2010 GOH received an email containing a set 
of drawings for a local project, Lougee Pad 51.  The 
customer was EXCO Resources (PA), LLC. The project 
was for the construction of a Marcellus well pad 
and two impoundments in Reynoldsville, PA.  The 
bid was submitted by Jan 10, and in late in January 
GOH received word that we were awarded the job.  
Originally scheduled for future development, there 
was no rush.  As is typical in Marcellus operations, 
though, things change.  

EXCO called:  The start date was still unclear, but now 
the drill was scheduled. 

 “Can you deliver a pad?”  

In GOH fashion the answer was, “yes,” and the work 
began during our fi rst on site meeting on February 
8th.  The fi rst small task facing Mike Gibson and his crew was what to do with the two plus feet of snow covering the 
18-acre site.  After snow removal, Silt Soxx installation and stripping of the topsoil, the proverbial “dust started to fl y”.  
The crew worked six and seven-day weeks with some around-the-clock shifts until it was clear we would meet the 
deadline.  As the top hole rig was pulling on site, the crew got started on the impoundments.  The project fi nished up 
in early April.  A big thanks to all who made this possible.   GOH will start a second EXCO site in the very near future.

Todd Arnold

Pictured Above Left: The Greater DuBois Area Chamber of Commerce and Economic Development awarded Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. the 
2011 Community Cup for engagement in the local community.  Thank you to all the DuBois-based employees who volunteer your time in 
community and business activities.  This award recognizes you and your eff orts.  It is your eff orts that make the area a better place to live 
and work. 

Pictured Above Right: Senator Joe Scarnati recognizes the GOH Dubois Offi  ce from the offi  ce of the Governor.  Present from L to R:  Jay 
Bloam, Kevin Harris, Senator Joe Scarnati, Todd Arnold, Lee McGonigal, Jack Kucharski, Don Leidl
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Two Scoops are Better than One!
On March 14, 2011 the Montoursville Asphalt plant team was presented the PennDOT District 3 “Golden Scoop 
Award” for highest quality material from a large producer…exactly four years to the day from when they won 
their fi rst “Scoop”.   In 2006, the team was recognized for quality during a 450,000 ton production season.   
Sometimes, the sequel can be better than the original! This past year. . . the year that paving never quit, this 
team produced over 683,000 tons of Hot and Warm mixes.   Whether it was for GOH paving crews working in 
the Marcellus Shale area or Penn DOT maintenance crews, Hot mix or Warm – the tons kept coming; all the 
while displaying Quality results.

The award is based upon the plant’s asphalt mixture performance compared to Penn DOT specifi cations.  
Asphalt content; gradation of the mix and volumetrics (air voids, etc.) are analyzed to compile this 
“Percent Within Limits” (PWL).   The total mix PWL this year was 97.4.

Many people actually had a part in this accomplishment: quarry, transportation, maintenance and paving 
crews all had key roles.   The plant production staff  under the leadership of Matt Brion, Plant Manager, has 
consistently proved “they know quality”.   The lab technicians performed over 2,500 Quality Control (QC) tests to either 
provide assurance for the quality of the materials they were testing, or provide guidance for what changes needed to be 
made to improve it.
   
Aaron Durland, former lead QC technician made an interesting comment after this award was presented: “It’s nice that 
the Golden Scoop is back in GOH’s hands.   It might only stay in Montoursville for a year though, as Greens Landing will 
be a player this year!”   Aaron will be the Asphalt Plant Manager at Greens Landing, Plant 24, starting this season and will 
continue to play a key part in the onging eff orts of GOH to provide quality materials to our customers.

Congratulations to the Plant 15 Asphalt Congratulations to the Plant 15 Asphalt 
Team for their latest Golden Scoop Award.   Team for their latest Golden Scoop Award.   

Good luck to both GOH plants in District 3…play Safe!

R. Reichart and A. Durland

Front row L – R: Aaron Durland, James Rhoades, Kevin Leitch ,Ryan Reichart, Dustin Whitmyer, Matt Brion
Second row L – R: Carl Potts, Keith Leitch, William Leonard, Jeff  Roans, Justin Killinger
Third row L – R: Travis Crooks , Cory Cochran 



GOH and CAT Team Up to Create New Loader
GOH has been pursuing Caterpillar since early 2008 to build a wheel loader capable of loading a tri-axle with a 25 ton payload in only 2 passes. 
Caterpillar recently accomplished this with the assistance of our Equipment Operations and Maintenance departments. In 2010, Caterpillar 

presented Glenn O Hawbaker, Inc with an award for our assistance in developing this new loader.

In our never ending search for ways to be more productive, we work closely with our vendors to supply us with the safest and best equipment 
possible. In the early 2000s, most trucks were built with a 23 ton payload. It was common practice to load these trucks using a CAT 980 size 

(65,000 lb) wheel loader with an 8.7 cubic yard bucket. Over the past 10 years we have worked with MACK Trucks, Inc to develop a tri-axle 
capable of hauling a 25 ton payload. These new larger trucks required approximately 2-plus buckets or 3 passes of the standard 980 to meet 
full capacity. 

Representatives from the Equipment Department met with Caterpillar engineers and designers in 2009 to discuss the dynamics necessary to 
build a two-pass loader. Caterpillar used these specs to develop a prototype and began testing later that year. 

In March 2010, Curt Anderson, Steve Butterworth and Ed Hahn accompanied our Cleveland Brothers representative, Mark Dorner to the 
Caterpillar plant in Peoria, IL where they tested the 2-pass version of the 980H loader model. The GOH representatives provided the Caterpillar 
design team with a hands-on analysis of the new loader. Curt Anderson expressed that the Caterpillar engineers were impressed by Ed Hahn’s 
operation of the test unit and his feedback was instrumental to the fi nal development phases. 

While many upgrades and adjustments were necessary to make the 2 pass capability possible, some of the major modifi cations included 
strengthening of the loader frame and arms, an additional counterweight, stronger hydraulic components and bucket linkage modifi cations. 

At nearly 70,000 lbs. the new 2 pass loader utilizes a huge 10.8 cy bucket. The main advantage of cutting down the passes by 33% is reducing 
truck hold time. The loaders that may have loaded 335 trucks in a day at the Pleasant Gap facility are now topping 500 trucks. The new 980s are 
more productive than the older units and the savings in operating costs over the 988s can be seen on the bottom line. 

GOH received the fi rst prototype in May 2010 and has since purchased 3 additional units, currently operating at our Burlington, Lawrenceville 
and Canton aggregate facilities.

Paul Kitko

Pleasant Gap Truck Wash
The maintenance department strives to provide our customers, GOH crews, with safe, well-maintained 
equipment. Additionally, we also understand that the appearance of our equipment has a huge impact 
on how our company is perceived. As our fl eet nears 200 tri-axles and 600 support vehicles, meeting 
these expectations has raised the bar for our performance. The addition of an equipment wash at the 
Pleasant Gap facility should assist us in this task.

Pleasant Gap was the obvious choice since 80% of our tri-axle fl eet passes through the facility weekly. 
Chosen for its easy pull-in access from the entrance road, the facility includes a 25’ X 65’ open bay with 
handheld pressure washers for deep cleaning heavily soiled and larger equipment, a 25’ X 65’ enclosed 
bay containing a gantry or moving arch system for automatic washes and a smaller equipment and 
storage room. 

GOH chose Whiting Wash Systems, Inc. to build and install their brushless wash system because 
they off er the best cleaning solutions and equipment. Whiting worked with GOH to provide suitable 
equipment for the proposed site and an excellent full-cleaning system with a concentration on 
problem areas like truck tailgates and undercarriages. The automatic system is capable of cleaning a 
number of vehicles including tri-axles, truck tractors and lowboys, some 
construction equipment and smaller pickups and cars.

The operator is directed to pull the vehicle into position by a series of 
lights. As the operator pulls into the building the chassis wash cleans 
the undercarriage. Once the vehicle is in position the gantry will make 
6 passes over the vehicle over a period of 5-6 minutes. The fi rst 2 passes 
utilize diff erent soaping solutions to loosen dirt, road grime and asphalt. 
The 3rd and 4th passes contain a high pressure wash with spinning heads 
to ensure the dirt is lifted and propelled off  the vehicle. The fi nal 2 passes 
use fresh water to rinse the vehicle. The system is designed to reclaim 
and fi lter over 80% of the waste water for reuse and has the capability 
of washing nearly 70 trucks in an 8 hour period. If your company truck is 
dirty, most likely you will see our new truck wash soon.
Bruce Cifelli
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 Left to Right: Ryan Pelchy, Gerold Wojtanik, Chris Kaveney

In October 2010, Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. 
signed an exclusive agreement with DirtGlue 
Enterprises, from Amesbury, Massachusetts, 
to be the offi  cial distributor of a new dust 
suppressant, DustLess.  The DustLess product has 
proven eff ective and cost effi  cient for controlling 
dust in mining operations.  More recently, 
DustLess has shown good results in application 
on forest roads and other rural applications in 
the regions of Pennsylvania being developed in 
pursuit of the Marcellus Gas.  The Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental Resources is very 
concerned about the creation of fugitive dust 
resulting from signifi cant truck traffi  c involved 
in the development of Marcellus gas operations.  
DustLess is proving to be cost eff ective due to 
its long life, eliminating the need for frequent, 
repeated applications by water trucks.  Because 
of its organic content, it proves to be a superior 
product to calcium, because it does not wash away 
like calcium and does not pollute or kill vegetation.

State College shop personnel have created a 
spray rig mounted on a Mack tandem axle truck, 
with a 3,100 gallon tank, that will serve as our 
application vehicle.  This is a new venture for 
GOH, Inc. and we look forward to being able to 
off er another value added product and service to 
our customers.
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Turtlepoint Shop
With the additional growth in the Northern region, the Maintenance Department 
is no longer capable of supporting the territory with the mobile technicians 
based out of our DuBois shop. In late April the maintenance department opened 
its new facility in Turtlepoint, our 7th permanent location to meet these needs. 
The overall size of the building is 75’ X 50’, providing over 3500 square feet of 
work space. The design includes a 75’ pull-through bay with 3 additional bays 
on the side. There is ample storage for garage supplies and equipment as well as 
additional storage for the Turtlepoint crews. The fi rst fl oor has a superintendent’s 
offi  ce and bathrooms with showers. A mezzanine level covers 1/4 of the building 
that includes an offi  ce, additional storage area for inventoried parts and a 
location for manufacturing and repairing hydraulic hoses. 
We are excited to announce that Chris Kaveney, longtime fi eld mechanic in the 
Northern region will be the Shop Superintendent. 2-3 technicians will service 
the territory to start but other technicians could be added to meet the growth 
throughout the region.



Introducing …………
Three New Aggregate Sources
The Marcellus Shale play has driven tremendous 
growth in the aggregate market throughout 
many areas of the Commonwealth, particularly 
in the northeast and north central portions of 
the state.  In the past fi ve years, GOH has sold 
approximately 700 thousand tons from the 
Canton Quarry, the sole aggregate operation 
located in Bradford County.  Three new aggregate 
facilities have been acquired, permitted and are 
in full production for the 2011 calendar year in 
the newly formed NE Construction Region.  The 
total sales of aggregate this year are projected to 
sky rocket to over 2 million tons out of Bradford 
County alone.  This would be equivalent to nearly 
50% of the production of the entire company 
in 2009!  These three new facilities include the 
Bradford County Quarry, North Orwell Aggregate 
Facility and Newton Aggregate Facility.

The Bradford County Quarry is the largest of the 
new facilities.  It currently employs 10 people 
directly and was included in the acquisition of 
the Calvin C. Cole Company earlier this year.  It 
has been off  to a booming start this season with 
both production and sales volumes exceeding 
200 thousand tons during the winter months of 
the fi rst quarter of 2011.  Many upgrades have 
already been added this year.  A new 35-foot truck 
scale, offi  ce trailer and large volume automated 
fuel tank have been installed with many more 
additions planned for the near future.

The North Orwell and  Newton Aggregate 
Facilities were both acquired last year.  They 
were operating as fl agstone quarries where the 
stone was processed and precisely cut with a 
diamond blade saw for many purposes such as 
patio and landscape stone.  Both sites have been 
developed, the overburden stripped and in full 
production for the 2011 season.  A new 70-foot 
truck scale has been installed at North Orwell 
and new 35-footer installed at Newton.  A new 
scalehouse has also been relocated to each site.   
Portable track mounted crushing and screening 
plants are producing aggregate at both sites.  We 
currently employ 2 people at each facility.

These three new facilities represent the 
beginning of this astonishing growth for 
GOH in Bradford County.  No fewer than three 
more operations are expected to complete 
the necessary processes this year and begin 
production during the 2011 or early 2012 
season.  Stay tuned folks for further updates 
on these facilities in future Quarterly articles.

Brian Witmer

Bradford County Quarry.

Newton Aggregate Facility

North Orwell Aggregate
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Innovation from the Ground, Up:  CONEXPO 2011 
From March 22 through 25, 2011, Las Vegas, Nevada once again became home to CONEXPO – CON/AGG.  This year’s 
show hosted more than 144,600 industry professionals from around the world and 2,182 exhibitors sprawled over a 
combined total of 2.28 million square feet of indoor and outdoor exhibits.  Among the attending industry professional 
were 65 GOH associates this year.

GOH goes National with Warm Mix
From Portland, Maine to Washington, D.C. to most recently in Orlando, Florida GOH’s experiences with Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) have been shared 

with Industry representatives. The National Asphalt Pavement Association (NAPA) recently held their 56th Annual Meeting in Orlando with 
over 800 attendees this past February. At a standing room only Educational Session titled “Warm Mix – we’re just getting started” Harry Bush 
of Vulcan Materials in Texas; Tony Limas of Granite Construction Company in California along with GOH’s own Tom Abbey presented their 
company’s experiences with Warm Mix. It was apparent that with confi dence gained from past presentations over the last few years, Tom was 
able to capture everyone’s focus and held it right to the very last slide.

Tom’s presentation entitled “Warm Experiences: How we got where we are” encompassed GOH’s three year history with Warm Mix. The story 
about how in 2008 our fi rst Gencor foaming system was purchased to the open house and paving project at Sterns Crossing development in 
College Township, then ending the fi rst year with a PennDOT paving project near Clearfi eld, was well received. Tom told about how our paving 

crews were involved with a special PennDOT Pilot project in 2009 that required the use of four diff erent types of Warm Mix technologies to be 
used, and that the Federal Highway’s Mobile Asphalt Mixture testing Lab was on sight to study and test the mixes. He also told about the big job 
DuBois crew’s were involved with in Elk County, and that we had placed a binder course on a full depth, new four-lane highway in Tioga County.

The last part of Abbey’s presentation told about 2010, and how it became the endless paving season for GOH personnel as they completed 
two WMA PennDOT projects on SR 6 in Tioga County; delivered over 32,000 tons of WMA to PennDOT maintenance, then placed over 140,000 

of Warm Mix after October 31st in the northern counties of PA for the Marcellus Gas Play region. The numerous pictures of our activities 
and crews showing their skills included in this presentation were very impressive and highlighted GOH’s best. If you would like to see GOH’s 
presentation, visit the NAPA website at www.hotmix.org and go to the 2011 Annual Meeting, there you will fi nd the Speakers presentations.

On behalf of Michael and Patrick and myself, I would like to thank Tom for his professionalism; expertise and his outward expression of sincerity 
when he does this.

Dan Hawbaker



Warm Mix Asphalt – where are we now?
It has been over a year now since the last Quarterly article about Warm Mix Asphalt 
(WMA), and an update is way overdue.   GOH has been involved in many projects 
that have used various types of WMA mixes…from base course to wearing course; 
all layers of highways throughout our service area have successfully been placed.

In 2010 GOH had fi ve foaming systems in place to produce WMA.   Plant 1 in Pleasant Gap 
had our fi rst Gencor UltraFoam system installed in 2008, and is still currently producing 
quality WMA.   The other Gencor system is at Plant 7 in Turtlepoint, and they produced 
over eighty-fi ve hundred ton of WMA mixes for a PENNDOT project on SR 6 in Tioga 
County near Ansonia.    Plant 15 in Montoursville had another PENNDOT project on SR 6 
east of Mansfi eld, and placed over twelve thousand tons of WMA with our fi rst Maxam 
Aqua Black foaming system.   Plant 15 also supplied over thirty-two thousand tons of 
WMA to PENNDOT District 3-0 maintenance paving crews.

2010 as mentioned was a very big year for Warm Mix at GOH.   Two other Maxam foaming 
systems were installed at our plants.   Plant 31 at the Gap and Plant 19 and Grove City are 
now online, and in 2011 the new Plant 24 located in Greens Landing will also join them 
with a Maxam system.

Benefi ts from using WMA technologies are many, and were pointed out in our April 2009 
Quarterly.

A few to highlight would be:

Lower production temperatures equate to lower fuel consumption 

Lower production temperatures reduces the oxidation of the asphalt cement 
that occurs at higher temperatures

Lower production temperatures reduce gaseous emissions not only at the 
plant, but at the paving equipment also

WMA technologies enhance the workability of mixes at colder temperatures, 
enabling paving to continue beyond the “normal season” dates.   What?

In November and December 2010, GOH crews placed over 145,000 tons of WMA mixes 
throughout the Marcellus Gas region.   These mixes were produced from both plants at 
Pleasant Gap and also Montoursville.   The extended season enabled the traveling public safe roads, and allowed the monstrous drilling 
campaign to continue.   Not only was the season lengthened last year, but 2011 paving season started on January 10th, and continues on.   
With freeze-thaw cycles; heavy truck traffi  c (more than what the existing roadways can handle), and the need for the public to “get where 
they need to – safely, and when they want to”, GOH crews have been milling and patching not only roadways, but shoulders too.   Over 
100,000 tons of material has been placed as of March 30th utilizing WMA.   To All involved - Great job!

Since 2011 has already started, we expect to surpass the 202,000 tons produced last year.   PENNDOT is letting more and more projects 
that have Warm Mix as the “Mix required” for paving.   With six foaming units in place now, and experienced people able and ready to 
perform, GOH should continue to lead the way in the successful progression of Warm Mix Asphalt.

Tom Abbey
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Cancer Prevention and YOU 
 

 
 

6 Ways to Reduce Your Cancer Risk 
According to the World Cancer Research Fund and the American Institute for Cancer Research, the 
incidence of cancer throughout the world can be reduced by 30 to 40% by practical lifestyle changes, 
including diet, physical activity and body mass index. This could be reduced further by not using tobacco, 
protecting yourself from sun exposure and getting immunized. Take time today to take steps to reduce 
your risk. And, share this important information with your family and friends.  

 
1. Don’t Use Any Form of Tobacco, and Avoid Secondhand Smoke. 

Using any type of tobacco puts you on a collision course with cancer. Smoking has been linked to various 
types of cancer, including cancer of the lung, bladder, cervix and kidney. Chewing tobacco has been linked 
to cancer of the oral cavity and pancreas. Even if you don't use tobacco, exposure to secondhand smoke 
may increase your risk of lung cancer. Avoid tobacco at all costs. It’s not just an issue for the smoker—it’s 
an important issue for the entire family.  

 
2. Eat a Healthy, Plant-Based Diet. 

The verdict is in: Eating a healthy diet may help reduce your risk for certain types of cancer. You can 
reduce your risk by eating plenty of fruits and vegetables (up to 10 servings daily), limiting your fat 
intake, limiting your salt use and drinking alcohol in moderation, if at all. 

 
3. Achieve or Maintain a Healthy Weight and Be Physically Active Every Day. 

Maintaining a healthy weight may lower the risk of various types of cancer, including cancer of the breast, 
prostate, lung, colon and kidney. Physical activity gives you a double dose of benefits. It helps you manage 
your weight and lowers the risk of breast cancer and colon cancer. Set aside at least 30 minutes each day 
to be physically active. Try a fitness class, rediscover a favorite sport or meet a friend for daily brisk walks. 

 

Did You Know? 
 ONE IN FIVE AMERICANS will develop skin cancer in their lifetime. 
 There are more than 100 TYPES of known cancers. 
 The top five types of cancer that kill MEN (worldwide) are lung, stomach, liver, colorectal and 

esophagus.  
 The top five types of cancer that kill WOMEN (worldwide) are breast, lung, stomach, colorectal and 

cervical. 
 Cancer imposes a considerable BURDEN TO INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR FAMILIES in terms of 

premature deaths and death-related productivity losses.  

 
 

HEALTHYHighlights  
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4. Protect Yourself From the Sun. 
Skin cancer is one of the most common kinds of cancer—and one of the most preventable. Stay out of the 
sun between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. when the sun's rays are strongest. When you are outdoors, use generous 
amounts of sunscreen and stay in the shade as much as possible. Wear sunglasses and broad-rimmed 
hats and protect your skin by wearing tightly woven, loose fitting clothing. Tanning beds are just as 
damaging as natural sunlight. 

 
5. Get Immunized. 

Cancer prevention includes protection from certain viral infections. Speak with your health care 
provider about immunization against: 

 
 HEPATITIS B VACCINE protects against Hepatitis B, a serious disease that can increase the risk of 

developing liver cancer. This vaccine is a one time, three-dose series and is recommended for adults 
who may have an increased risk of exposure based on occupation, travel, health conditions or lifestyle. 
 

 HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS (HPV) VACCINE prevents the most common types of HPV that can 
cause cervical cancer and genital warts. The vaccine, which is a one time, three-dose series, is 
recommended for individuals age 19 through 26, who have not been previously vaccinated.  
 

6. Take Early Detection Seriously—Know What You Need and When to Get It. 
When risk factors and disease are detected early, the course of treatment is more successful, less painful, 
and less costly. It’s that simple. Regular self-exams and professional screening for cancer of the skin, 
colon, prostate, cervix and breast can increase your chances of discovering cancer early. Ask your doctor 
about the best cancer screening schedule for you. Log on to your Highmark Member website at 
www.highmarkblueshield.com and download the current Preventive Care Schedule.  
 

     

 
 

HEALTH RESOURCES for Highmark Members 
 

 Call Blues On Call℠ at 1-888-BLUE(2583)-428 anytime 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for 
confidential support from a specially-trained Health Coach. Our Health Coaches have access to a 
variety of resources to assist you, including health guides, educational materials and videos. Or, 
call Highmark Member Services on the back of your member ID card to learn more. 

 Enroll in an Online Wellness Program. Get a personalized plan for wellness and healthy 
lifestyles by going to your Highmark Member website at www.highmarkblueshield.com. Follow 
the instructions to log in and click on the “Your Health” tab. Select the link “Improve Your Health” to 
enroll in one of the Online Wellness Programs. Or, search the Health Topics tab of your 
Highmark Member website for an extensive online library of resources.  

 Take advantage of Member Discounts. Save up to 50% on non-covered wellness products and 
services from leading national companies. Log on to your Highmark Member website, select the 
“Your Coverage” tab and go to “Member Discounts.”  

STAY LEAN  EEAT SSMART   MOVE MORE ==  
PPREVENT 11/3 OF THE MOST COMMON CANCERS 
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How Good is Very, Very Good??
Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc. recently participated in a benchmarking study with Henderson Brothers, our insurance brokers, 
regarding our employee benefi ts plan. We asked Henderson Brothers to provide us with information regarding how 
our employee benefi ts package stacks up when compared with packages off ered by other comparable organizations. 
We are pleased to share the following results of their study.  Looking at all construction companies statewide, the 
medical plan off ered by Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc. ranked in the 93rd percentile, meaning only 7 out of 100 construction 
employers have a better medical benefi t package than GOH. In today’s business climate, we are fortunate to be 
covered by such a superior benefi ts package.

Safety + Production = A Competitive Advantage!
In today’s construction industry a great safety record can make all the diff erence in determining whether or not we are the contractor 
of choice. At GOH, we believe that meeting minimal federal or state safety requirements is not enough to give our company that 
competitive advantage and keep our people safe. We must go above and beyond to continue our journey of success by focusing on 
safety as a “Core Value” for everyone in the company. To do so requires a strong employee and employer commitment.

Safety continues to be a “Core Value”
 Everybody knows that as life goes on priorities change due to certain circumstances. However, “Core Values” do not change, 
because they are those vital few values that all members of the organization are expected to use, live by, and demonstrate on a daily 
basis while executing their work responsibilities.  Therefore Safety must become a 24/7 habit for all employees working at GOH. 
Employers that make safety a core value recognize that quality training positively impacts not only their employees, but also their 
bottom line. Statistics show that high-quality safety training ultimately saves lives, reduces injuries, and reduces costs.

 In order to have an incident-free work place and continue to improve on our safety record, employers and employees 
must work together to establish and maintain a “Safety Culture”. We must incorporate safety into our everyday lives not only at the 
workplace, but also at home. Here at GOH, we want to assure that our employees return home from work each and every day in the 
same shape that they left that morning, incident and injury free!!

GOH leadership gathered on February 15 for the annual REDBOOK meeting. Subjects included a company report on 2010 
performance, a look forward to 2011, safety awareness, environmental stewardship, Marcellus shale/gas overview, and an 
update on the status of transportation and infrastructure funding.

Dan Hawbaker talked about growth through acquisitions, new aggregate sources, new asphalt plants, increased trucking 
capacity, increased Hawbaker engineering capacity, increased involvement in the gas industry, the current 24/7 pace of 
construction operations, and more. Dan displayed how the 2010 revenue sources had changed dramatically from the usual 
heavy reliance on PennDot work to gas related work and cautioned all that more change is coming if not here already. For the 
near term GOH can expect the revenue stream to be heavily reliant on the gas industry.

“Safety is a huge infl uence for the Gas Industry,” Curt Moore told us. Orientations, safety audits, safety training specifi c to the 
gas industry, and more can be expected as they are “Raising the Bar – Zero Tolerance.”
Expanded capacity also demands a renewed awareness of good environmental stewardship. “Anticipate and Adapt” is what 
Mike Welch told the attendees. Pride in GOH demands that GOH implement actions to prevent, reduce, or mitigate harmful 
eff ects on human health and the environment (Air, Water, and Soils). Environmental stewardship goes far beyond merely 
complying with the laws and regulations. It is a commitment to future generations to leave an environment in which they can 
grow, live comfortably, and prosper. To that end GOH will conduct training in pollution prevention, recycling, reporting and 
remediation.

REDBOOK 2011 also included an in depth presentation about Marcellus shale –its potential, its local impacts, and its eff ects 
on the environment. Succinctly stated, Marcellus activity appears to be an economic boom to the state while having no 
scientifi cally proven adverse impact on the environment.

Attendees heard a presentation on the impact of current transportation funding. It does not appear likely that much will 
change for at least another year as various government agencies work to fi nd funding sources. Thus the revenue stream 
changes Dan talked about for 2010 and certainly to continue as such in 2011. Dan’s remarks included that GOH would 
“Continue our campaign for bridge and highway funding.”

REDBOOK historically “kicks-off ” the construction season. Now with the 24/7 requirement there is no “kick-off ”. There are 
ongoing operations as evidenced by the number of crews and drivers working on Feb 15 responding to the needs of the gas 
industry customers.



The TEGA Group and Hawbaker 
Engineering Strengthen Relationship
In March of 2011 two local Environmental Services 
providers teamed to form The TEGA Group - 
Waters Edge Hydrology, owned and operated 
by Terry Rightnour of Clearfi eld; and Dux Head 
Environmental Services, owned by Gary Byron of 
Drifting. The TEGA Group provides natural resource 
management services for the energy industry, 
with primary focus on the historic environmental 
challenges facing the Appalachian coal mining 
industry and  its associated electric utilities; as 
well as the signifi cant resource management 
needs of the emerging Marcellus Shale natural 
gas play. Complimenting the fi rm's environmental 
and natural resource management services will 
be a  functional environmental construction 
division engaged in water management, stream 
restoration and wetlands mitigation work.

Hawbaker Engineering, LLC has been teaming with 
Dux Head Environmental Services and Waters Edge 
Hydrology since early 2009, working primarily on 
Marcellus gas related projects.  As the workload 
increases for Hawbaker Engineering, offi  ce space 
has become a needed commodity.  With The 
TEGA Group having unused offi  ce space at their 
Moshannon Valley Regional Business Center 
location, it was a natural fi t for the two groups 
to share offi  ce space.   Beginning in mid-April, 
Jeremy Manno, Carrie Stewart, Kyle Stauff er, Brian 
Bonner and Gordon Dively began operations of the 
Philipsburg Offi  ce of Hawbaker Engineering, LLC.  
We look forward to strengthening our relationship 
with The TEGA Group and increasing our ability 
to service the energy industry with the same 
dedication to excellent service that is exhibited by 
Dux Head, Waters Edge and Hawbaker Engineering.

Penn State Blue & White 
Golf Courses

State College, PA

Hail and Farewell!
We’d like to recognize the following employees who have retired since our 
last Quarterly:

 Jerry Bair, over 27 years of service
 Janet Coleman, over 31 years of service
 Marvin Hockenberry, 30 years of service
 Dennis Hockenberry, over 12 years of service
 Richard Vonada, over 27 years of service
 Dennis Whitehill, over 33 years of service 
 Richard McNeal, 43 years of service

We thank you for your many years of service and dedicated contribution 
to the ongoing growth and achievements of Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc.  We 
couldn’t have done it without you!  Best wishes for a happy retirement!

To Janet – who for over 30 years was the “face of GOH” and the voice at 
our switchboard – we miss your smiling face and wish you the very best in 
health and happiness!
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Recruit, Retain and Train:
To all of our leaders and others who worked our 
Saturday career fairs, we extend a heartfelt thank 
you for giving up your time to be an important 
part of our recruiting process.

Dan, Michael and Patrick Hawbaker

2011 GOH Career Expos
The GOH Career Expos this year were a great success!  On April 
9th we hosted a Career Expo in Lamar for the Central and Eastern 
regions.  Then, on April 16th we welcomed the public to our fi rst Expo 
at our new Greens Landing location in Bradford County, right in the 
heart of the Marcellus Shale region.  Hundreds of people attended 
each event and took advantage of the opportunity to speak with 
hiring managers about the careers offered in various areas of GOH.  
We have received a lot of positive feedback regarding the quality of 
the applicants and their desire to become part of our team.  Hiring 
managers have already begun hiring employees from the Expos and 
expect to do more.  

2010-2011 Leadership Skills Classes
Congratulations to the following GOH employees who completed the Leadership Skills program in February!  These 
participants were nominated by their leaders to attend this class to further develop their leadership skills as current 
leaders in GOH or because they have the potential to be great leaders for us.  The topics discussed in this 6-week 
program were the following: Alignment, Action, Accountability; Performance Management; Effective Leadership 
Communication; Customer Service; The Basics – Be, Know, Do; and Toxic Leadership.  We thank Mike Pearson for 
facilitating the class and know that everyone learned a lot.

Dennis Claar
William Dover
John Dubbs
Aaron Durland
Earl Eck
David Eisenhard
Justin Filhart
James Flear
Sean Foster
Justin Fultz

Bruce Gallick
Charles Gheen
Todd Glenn
Joshua Haladay
Ken Hall
Ryan Hamer
Justin Kinley
Luz Leathers
Harold Leupold
Waylon Lyons

Mike McDonald
Steven Myers
Grace Reuss
Ken Rougeux
Robert Rossman
Jeff Sebolka
Chris Shovestull
Charles Simpson
Shawn Speck
Joseph Strouse

Chris Strowbridge
Cassandra Thompson
Justin Ulsamer
Zane Wilson
Frederick Wilson
Shane Winner
Nicolas Yetter
Justin Chapman

Welcome Jodilynn Appleby! 
Jodilynn Appleby is one of two new members to the GOH Human Resources team.  Jodi’s job 
title is Worker’s Compensation Manager, and she is responsible for managing and administering 
work-related injury claims.  Jodi has a BA in Psychology and an MA in Industrial/Organizational 
Psychology from Montclair State University.  She has 9+ years experience working in HR and has 
also earned the Professional in Human Resources certifi cation from the HR Certifi cation Institute.  
Jodi recently moved from New Jersey to Pennsylvania Furnace.   Welcome to GOH, Jodi!

Welcome Tessa Hunsicker!
Our new Drug Free Workplace Manager is Tessa Hunsicker.  She is responsible for managing and 
administering the Drug Free Workplace program for GOH.  Tessa graduated from Juniata College 
with a BA in Politics/Business Management and has a little over 3 years of HR experience.     Tessa 
lives in Huntingdon with her husband, Kevin.  We are really excited to have Tessa join our team.  



Welcome Eric Matthews! 
Eric Matthews resides where he grew up in Sheshequin Twp, Bradford County. After graduating 
from Athens Area High School he served four years in the United States Marine Corps.  Eric 
married his wife, Sarah, after returning home. They have two children, Cadie and Ethan. Cadie 
recently married Nick Anderson and Ethan is a senior at the Athens Area High School.
Eric has twenty years experience in the building trades in asbestos abatement, fi reproofi ng, and 
mechanical insulation; project supervisor, estimator, and manager. Just before joining the GOH 
team he also worked with a pipeline construction company as their Pennsylvania fi eld offi  ce 
manager.  He now works as our customer service representative in the Northeast Regional offi  ce 
in Greens Landing, PA.
Eric is very politically active in his community; he is a Sheshequin Twp Supervisor, a member 
of the Twp Planning commission, a member of the Marine Corps League, active with the Boys 
Scouts, and the NRA YHEC program. He enjoys hunting, fi shing, competitive shooting and the 
great outdoors.   Welcome to the GOH Team, Eric!  Semper Fi!

Jeff rey and Candy Chambers
Congratulations to Jeff rey and Candy on the birth of their daughter Makayla Lynn Chambers.
Makayla was born at Mount Nittany Medical Center on January 11, 2011.  She weighed 6lbs. and measured 19 1/2 inches 
in length. Jeff rey is a mechanic for GOH, Inc. at the Pleasant Gap shop and he was previously a tri-axle driver. Candy 
is a hair dresses; she works for Beyond Looks in State College.  Congratulations on the new addition to your family!

Brad and Holly Lupton
Congratulations to Brad and Holly on the birth of their daughter, Kenna Michelle Lupton.  Kenna was born January 
18, 2011 at the Lock Haven Hospital.  She weighed 9 lbs., 11 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches in length.  Brad is 
an asphalt plant operator for GOH, Inc. at the Pleasant Gap facility, and Holly is a stay at home mom.  Kenna has a big 
brother Damien and a big sister Naudiya. Congratulations of the addition to your family!

Paul D. and Kelli K. Meixel
Congratulations to Paul and Kelli on the birth of their daughter Kaydance Joy Meixel.  Kaydance was born on December 
20, 2010 at the Williamsport Hospital.  She weighed 8 lbs. and measured 21 inches in length.  Paul works for GOH, Inc. as a 
laborer in the eastern region, and Kelli is a Dental Power/Dental Hygienist.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Kevin and Wendy Kilgus
Congratulations to Kevin and Wendy on the birth of their son Connor Aaron Kilgus.  Connor was born at the Williamsport 
Hospital on February 1, 2011.  He weighed 7 lbs., 11 ounces, and measured 20 inches in length.  Kevin is an eastern tri-
axle driver for GOH, Inc.  Wendy works at Shop-Vac Corporation as a Vac Assembler.  Connor has an older sister Caroline 
who is 5 years old.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

John Myers and Sara Briggs
Congratulations to John and Sara on the birth of their daughter Karrisa Lynn Myers who was born 
November 30, 2010.  Karrisa was born at the Nason Hospital.  She weighed 7 lbs., 14 ounces and measured 
18 ¾ inches in length.  John is a central region tri-axle driver for GOH, Inc.   Sara is a certifi ed nurse’s aide at Interim.
Karrisa has one sister Makayla who is 3 and one brother Travis who is 14.  Congratulations on the addition to your family. 

Jeff  and Samantha Cooney
Congratulations to Jeff  and Samantha on the birth of their son Landen Robert Cooney who was born December 21, 2010 
at Charles Cole Memorial Hospital in Coudersport.  Landen weighed 7 lbs., 9 ounces and measured 21 ½ inches in length.  
Jeff  is a heavy equipment operator for GOH, Inc. in the northern region, and Samantha is a receptionist for Smethport 
Family Practice.  Landen has a big brother Travis who is 6 years old.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!

Brad and Jodi Hockenberry
Congratulations to Brad and Jodi on the birth of their daughter Jaxlynne Jeremy Hockenberry.  Jaxlynne was born 
at Geisinger Hospital in Danville on November 18, 2010.  She weighed 7 lbs., 4 ounces and measured 19 ½ inches 
in length.   Brad is a central tri-axle driver for GOH, Inc. and Jodi is a teacher for the Keystone Central School District. 
Jaxlynne has two brothers Maddox and Brady and a sister Tenley.  Congratulations on the addition to your family!
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Vision for the Future of Pennsylvania

Strength of Character

Desire for challenge, growth and personal development

Team Player

Find out where you  t in at GOHCAREERS.COM


